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There are numerous data backup and recovery solutions on the market, so why should you 
consider Catalogic DPX? Here are ten things about DPX for you to consider when thinking about 
your next backup solution. 

l. Comprehensive Protection Coverage

• 
Catalogic DPX has been serving customers for over 25 years. We’ve seen it all and we’ve 
done it all. DPX is your single solution for physical and virtual servers, for backup to disk, tape, 
or cloud, for comprehensive operating system coverage (Windows, Linux, Unix, Novell) and 
support for specific protocols like NDMP and NetApp OSSV. And while DPX can provide a 
comprehensive solution, it also makes a great point solution for solving a particular backup 
challenge.

2. Affordable and Flexible Licensing

• 
The number one complaint about backup software is cost. Whether it's that eye-popping 
renewal cost for a legacy solution, or the six-figure-plus price on a backup appliance, organi
zations are paying too much. Cata logic DPX is priced fairly and can be as little as the cost of 
your legacy product renewal. DPX is offered with either perpetual or subscription licensing, to 
best meet your needs. 

3. GuardMode Ransomware Detection and Recovery

e
Backups are your last line of defense against ransomware for recovering your data. DPX 
GuardMode provides an additional layer of ransomware detection to backup teams by 
proactively monitoring for suspicious activity and encrypted files. When ransomware strikes, 
DPX provides a list of affected files to restore and multiple recovery points so you can spin the 
clock back to just before the infection happened. Backups are immutable snapshots that can 
be stored as offline, air-gapped copies on tape and cloud object storage. Archived data 
cannot be modified or deleted, protecting backups against early deletion and providing an 
extra layer of off-line protection. 

4. Top-Rated Support Organization

• 
Face it: something always goes wrong with your backup solution, because it touches so many 
areas: servers, applications, operating systems, storage, networking, security, etc. Trouble
shooting backup problems is as much an art as a skill, and Catalogic's support team 
members are both artists and technicians. What's more, Catalogic has no Level l support of 
the kind you may be used to where the person who answers the phone logs your problem 
and then leaves you waiting for a response from a product specialist. At Catalogic, everyone 
on our support staff is an expert and will immediately start helping you with your problem. 




